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Come on people! We
need more articles. As
brilliant and enter-
taining as Pete and
Nick’s articles are, it
would be great to hear
from some of you
other PMC members
as well! What have you
been up to? Got any
advice? Favourite
routes / places?
Anything vaguely
associated to 
mountains or the PMC
goes!! This magazine
only exists with your
support! So
PLLLEEEAAASSSEEE
get writing!

- Jenna

Support
your mag!
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PMC contacts
President: Clive Osborne
Tel: 01733 560303
president@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Chairman: Mat Green
Tel: 0778 9797146
chairman@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Treasurer: Tony Hawkes
treasurer@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Secretary: Sam Green
Tel: 0778 9797146
secretary@peterboroughmc.org.uk

New members secretary: Nick Livesey
Tel: 07954 277665
newmembers@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Events co-ordinator:Tom Evans
tom@brianjevans.co.uk 
Tel: 07917 735271

Newsletter editor: Christelle Tarchalski
Tel: 07849 778636
editor@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Website editor: Kevin Trickey/Val Taylor
Tel: 01733 361650
webmaster@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Cottage bookings: Robin Phillips
Tel: 01248 811203
gweledfa@hotmail.com

Produced by
Jenna Maryniak
Tel: 07876 564117
publisher@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Thanks to Pete Machin for his help in 
producing this issue!

We need
YOU!

Many thanks to all our 
contributors this issue. We
would love to receive your
articles and pictures for
the next issue – but you
don’t have to write a whole
article, you can also just
send us your ramblings, let-
ters, news, best photos,
“Can’t-live-without” gear
reviews, or tell us about
your favourite walks /
scrambles / routes / MTB
areas! We can even adver-
tise items 
wanted/for sale...

TThhee  nneexxtt  ddeeaaddlliinnee  iiss::  

*20th JULY*
– so e-mail them to us:

editor@
peterboroughmc.org.uk

(N.B. Text should ideally be
sent as Word documents and
pictures should be high reso-
lution jpgs – send them at
their original size and make
sure your camera is set to
high quality, so we can print
them big!)
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Bonjour! A warm wel-
come to the spring edi-
tion of Take In!We
hope you had a great
winter and got in lots
of outdoor adventures
of all kinds.  

It has been a quite busy winter, with climb-
ing, bouldering competition, skiing … and
now the days are getting longer, the weath-
er’s getting warmer and we are all going to
be really busy! 

This edition may look a bit short, however,
it is full of interesting articles, such as Wales
in the winter, advice on how to belay safely
and a report on Lucy Creamer’s workshop! 

May I remind you that without your input
this magazine would not exist! So keep it
alive and send us your articles and pictures!

We also would like to say a immense
thanks to Will who is stepping down as
chairman, we will miss his energy and his
friendship! Will has we say “Bon Vent!!” and
keep in touch! A very warm welcome to
Matt and Sam Green, respectively chairman
and secretary, for stepping up and taking on
those difficult roles. Wish you all the best
guys!

As always, Tom’s meets will give you an idea
of what is coming up. Hopefully we will hear
from people planning on going around
England and the world in our next edition.
Have fun!

– Christelle
editor@peterboroughmc.org.uk
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The official magazine of the
Peterborough Mountaineering 
Club (PMC).

Printed by: 

90 Peterborough Road, Farcet,
Peterborough PE7 3BN. Tel: 01733
562372. www.kengirvan.co.uk

If you don’t 
keep your copies of
Take In for-ever and
ever, make sure you
recycle them!

See contact details opposite.

NEWS

From the Editor
Christelle

Please welcome
the arrival of our
newest PMC
member, James
Bolton-Knight
(JBK). James was
born on 6th
March and
already has an
interest in climb-
ing. Recent
excursions include

trips to the Roaches and
the Peterborough
Climbing Wall.
... James is looking for

climbing partners that
have their own transport
as he currently does not
have a driving license. 
Congratulations Dave

and Becky!!

Enter JBK ...
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The PMC is a friendly, successful
club with around 200 members
of all ages. We hold regular trips
to the Peak District, Wales, Lake
District and Scottish Highlands
to walk, climb and mountain
bike.
Each year we also organise

many club events, including trips
to the Alps, sunny Spain and
France, plus training sessions,
courses, socials, master classes,
etc. (you get the picture).
The club owns a luxurious hut

in Snowdonia (hot show-
ers/fitted kitchen/drying room,
sleeping upto 30 people) and
the climbing wall in
Peterborough. The wall is open
7pm – 10pm weekdays, 1pm –
9pm weekends and is at the
Sports Club (and bar) beside
Edith Cavell Hospital (Club
nights – Tuesday).
Non-members are very wel-

come to join us at most events
and you are welcome to use the
climbing wall at any time.

About the Peterborough
Mountaineering Club

NEWS

�
NOT

RENEWED
YOUR 

MEMBERSHIP
YET? 
DO IT 
NOW!

The PMC half-owns the
Peterborough Wall and
the lovely Gefnan 
cottage in Bethesda,
Snowdonia. 
PMC members are PMC members are 
entitled to huge entitled to huge 
discounts!discounts! The PMC cottage in Snowdonia

Cottage fees:
Member: £3.50
Child: £2
Guest: £7
Guest child: £3

Camping:
Member £2.50
Guest: £5
Child: £1.50

Membership benefits:
• Save at the climbing wall (£4 members; 
£5 non-
members);
• 10% discount on accommodation 
at the club’s Snowdonia cottage 
in North Wales;
• Third-party BMC mountaineering 
insurance for up to £2 million;
• 10% discount at climbing shops 
across the UK;
• Trips to the Lakes, Peaks, Scotland, Alps, Spain, Italy,
Fontainebleau.
• Training and expedition grants to subsidise your personal
mountaineering development;
• Take In! magazine – every quarter;
• Annual magazine from BMC entitled – Summit;
• Membership of the club bar and use of changing rooms at
the climbing wall;
• Opportunity to meet like-minded and adventurous people;
• Social calendar of training courses, events, dinners, 
bouldering competitions and BBQs, etc.;
• Library of books, maps, videos, etc.
• Equipment library of helmets, harnesses, ice axes, 
crampons, boots, rucksacks, cagoules, etc.;
• A source of walking an climbing partners.
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Learning from the best!
Jenna Maryniak reports on the Lucy Creamer workshops

Only a few weeks following her return to
England after a winter of climbing in Spain and
becoming the first British woman to climb a
F8b+, Lucy Creamer came to the flatlands of
Peterborough to give two climbing workshops
on the 8th and 9th May.
Lucy, who is seven times British champion and

has also just finished a tour of BMC lectures and
workshops with Libby Peter, began the three-
hour workshop by assessing each of the
climbers. 
We started off by traversing; first of all concen-

trating on careful foot placement. During this
exercise we had to make sure that we were
placing the big toe of our shoe on a precise part
of the hold, rather than just plonking it any-
where.
Lucy encouraged us to stay face on to the wall

– almost frog-like with our hips square to the
wall – rather than
have our hips facing
the direction of trav-
el and crossing
through with our legs
to reach the next
foot hold. 
This technique

helped to stay in bal-
ance, as it soon
became obvious that
having your hips
turned outwards cre-
ated an outward
force pulling you away from the wall. 
The next exercise forced us to think even

more about our feet; leading with our feet
instead of our hands, so that we were never
reaching ahead for the next hold, but carefully

placing our feet to
make sure we
were in balance
before moving our
hands. This made
an amazing differ-
ence to the energy
required to get
across the wall.
We then refined

our foot placement by traversing using features
only for our feet. This was quite tricky, but an
excellent exercise to practice correct foot place-
ment and balance. On these smaller foot holds it
was essential to make sure we positively and

Straight arms!
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confidently weighted each foot onto the small
feature, otherwise the foot would slip off.
From footwork, we then incorporated the

straight-arm technique. Again, we had to traverse
the wall, leading with our feet, but this time, keep
our arms at full extension wherever possible. To
do this Lucy demonstrated how we needed to
bend our knees and sit deep on the holds (see
photos). This again was an energy-saving tech-
nique, which meant that a fraction of the power
was needed through the arms.
After a break and a Q&A session, we then

translated the skills we’d practiced on the
upstairs, slightly overhanging traverse wall –
which had magically become a whole lot easier!
The fold down traverse wall was then the loca-
tion for practising the Egyptian technique, which
involves turning side on to reach up for a hold
on an overhang, rather than try and reach it
straight on (see photos).
This was followed by practicing going up,

instead of across, on the main over-hanging wall,
and we had an opportunity to practice and ask
specific questions. The session finished with the
group challenging Lucy to several hard routes,
which none of us could do – such as the crack –
needless to say, all of which she did effortlessly!
Personally, I found the session was really useful.

Having never had any proper lessons on my
technique, I found these few simple adjustments
made a huge difference, which can be translated
for practising down the wall or on rock. Even

those who had
been climbing for
many years found
the session and
Lucy’s relaxed
style extremely
enjoyable. It was a
shame that with
only 12 places
available on the
workshops that
we did not manage to fill all the places, consider-
ing Lucy’s skill and experience, but hey…
Richard Maryniak (my dad), also did the ses-

sion, and said: “Having done the PMC’s previous
Neil Gresham Masterclass as well, I think I
should have done them the other way round.
Lucy’s workshop was more at my level and I
have found it has really helped my climbing. Neil’s
focussed on more techniques, which were per-
haps at the time a bit beyond me – so it was
great to go back to the basics and concentrate
on some fundamental techniques.”

CLIMBING

Lucy 
demonstrating   
the ‘Egyptian’.
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The Peterborough Climbing Wall now
has a lovely website. Check it out at
www.peterboroughclimbingwall.co.uk

Wall prices are now as follows:
PMC members – £4
Non-members – £5
14-18s – £3
Under 14s – £1.50

Six-month season tickets:
PMC members – £75
Non-members – £100

12-month season tickets:
PMC members – £135
Non-members – £180
The Wall is run by PMC members. Ask at the
wall about becoming a wall supervisor if you
want to save loadsa money!

Open:
Monday to Friday: 19:00 - 22:00

Saturday & Sunday: 13:00 - 21:00

Climbing Wall
Pi
cs
: 
Ja
c 
R
ow

la
nd
s

Take In! has been spon-
sored by Rock Blok, who
will also be providing some
fantastic discounts to PMC
members, including:
* 20% off Rock Blok activities & cycle hire.
* 10% off bikes and frames in Rutland Cycling;
* 15% off Rock Blok climbing gear & clothing
Terry Wrights Cycles in Deeping St James are

also supporting the PMC and will be giving
members:
* 10% off in the shop;
* A free inner tube for your bike if you men-
tion the Take In! advert in store.
Make sure you support these local businesses

if you can – as they are ensuring the continua-
tion of the colour version of Take In! – without
them we will have to go back to black and
white (noooooo!).

More
discounts for
members!

Money off

Don’t forget to renew your PMC 
membership – or you will lose all your
benefits, including discounts and your
quarterly Take In!

Renew it or lose it!

NEWS

Congratulations
to Pete Machin who
won the

competition
in the last
issue of TTaakkee
IInn!! to win £50
worth of

vouchers for
Rock Blok shoes!

Enjoy!

Take In! winner



With Victoria Pendleton and
Nicole Cook becoming house-
hold names across the UK, the
ladies-specific bike industry is
now emerging as a major
source of revenue for Rutland
Cycling. 
Steve Gill, sales director for

the company, can only see
their sales in this area continu-
ing to grow. “Sales occur more
in store than online with ladies
bikes. Our female customers
prefer to see exactly what
product they are getting
before they buy. We now have
a dedicated retail area for
women’s bikes, with the
Scott Contessa being a
best seller, not only across
our ladies range, but
throughout the store!”

Specialised Myka Sport
– £299.99

The perfect bike for short
journeys: comes with women-
specific lightweight frame, sad-
dle and handlebars. Front sus-
pension adds smooth riding. 

Scott Contessa 20 –
£519.00

Frame geometry: fork springs,
saddle shape and artwork are

all taken into consideration to
create a fun women-specific
bike. Our best seller by far!

Marin Redwood – £499.00

Comfort comes first with this
model. Offering a wide saddle
and high handle bars. Marin
have also incorporated wider
tyres for extra grip and road
security.

Wilier Mimosa Road Bike
– £1899.00

Top of the range road bike
designed specifically for
women and enamelled
with a lively feminine
graphic.

Giant Escape M –
£494.99

A perfect sporty bike for
the city, great for commuting.

As always with the Giant
brand this bike offers fantastic
value for money.

Scott Sportster – £799.00

A ladies hybrid offering a com-
fort position with front sus-
pension. Perfect for on-road
and light off-roading. A great
“sporty” bike.

Take In! – The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Magazine
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Bikes for girls!
This issue Rutland Cycling focuses on the ladies-specific bikes in its

range

Scott ~Contessa 20

Wilier Mimosa

Marin Redwood

Specialised Mika Sport

Scott Sportster

Giant Escape
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NEWS

Work hut meet

Wot they did:
• Barn bunks: mattress covers stripped,

washed, dried, repaired.
• Bunk frames: cleaned and repaired.

Underneath bunks
cleaned.
• Old surplus mat-

tresses taken to tip,
along with several bags
of rubbish.
• Barn kitchen and

cottage kitchens
cleaned within an inch
of their lives.
• Crockery, etc. redis-

tributed between barn
and cottage.
• Outside of cottage kitchen pressure-

washed to remove green slime.
• Plastic windows doors and patio furni-

ture cleaned.
• Slate hanging inspected and temporarily

repaired.
• Chairs repaired.
• New mops, cleaning

equipment, loo rolls and
the usual restocked.

So, if you are visiting the
cottage, make sure you
take a moment to appre-
ciate the work done to
keep the cottage in the
fab condition that it’s in –
and please leave it as you

found it (or a bit better!)!

Back in April a team of hardy workers set off to Gefnan cottage to
do a spot of spring-cleaning! Our thanks go to Robin Philips, Gill
Tuck, Ian Smith, Peter Lane who did a bloomin’ good job!!

The Alpine bunks. It’s scary to think
what these bunks have witnessed!



Photo GalleryPhoto Gallery

Pete and Nick, just about preserving their modesty.

Seamstress, Dinorwig quarries,
North Wales

An impressive solo at Stanage –
climber unknown.

Russ: Lech, Austria.

Abie and Jenna on Moel Siabod –
thanks Nick!

Some Welsh hills were just what Abie needed
to forget the fact she was turning THIRTY!!!
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New holds had been delivered and the route
setters gathered on the Sunday morning.
“Where’s Jac?”
“He can’t come cos he got plastered last

night.”
“Oh great, so now it’s six routes each to set

before the comp starts. Oh well, let’s get going.”
Graham Taylor, Tom Evans, Matt Shrubb, Trevor

Pilley, Darren O’Sullivan and me commenced
throwing holds through the air thick and fast;
some going up and some coming down.
“Will someone throw me a longer bolt,” was

a frequent cry from above and “Who’s got the
smaller allen key?” was another popular
request.

CRACK BANG the new
holds were breaking. Why?
Were we over tightening
them? BANG went another
one. We gathered around to
examine all the broken
holds. They were all pale blue
and brand new. Soon we dis-
covered the cause. The bolt
holes through the middle of
the holds had not been
drilled perpendicular to the
base. When a bolt was
passed through it protruded
at a slight angle enough to
cause excessive strain on the hold when
screwed up tight.
“We should get our money back,” we all

agreed.
Pizzas were ordered for lunch. After lunch we

resumed with a vengeance. Routes were flying
up and we soon reached the goal of 30. We

even had time for a 1½
hour break before the
comp started.
It was at this point that

Jac turned up, looking
only half as bad as we
expected.
“Too late Jac we’ve fin-

ished.” 
“Oh, I’ll go home then.”
Competitors began

arriving around 6pm, paid
their fiver and collected their route sheets.
Rules were explained and then up they went.
It was at this point that Jac turned up again

looking decidedly fit.
Daniel Flatt knocked off a few easy routes in

quick succession. Dave Fleet studied each route
and every hold very seriously before commit-

BOULDERING COMP 2009
Clive Osborne reports on the 13th Annual Bouldering Competition

NEWS
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ting himself. Paul Rowlands surprised himself by
doing a few ‘hard’ ones.
Helen Radley, who had been training hard in

the weeks leading up
to the comp was
now cruising the
routes with apparent
ease. But so was
Michelle Forest, on
leave from her job as
a climbing instructor.
The Ladies comp was
going to be a bit of a
battle.
It was at this point that Jac

decided to have a go.
Father and son, Brian and

Alex Stone, were urging each
other on and giving lots of
advice, while Paul Palin and
Lee Burgess were like a synchronised swimming
team. They matched hold for hold, leap for leap,

and failure for failure (and success for success).
Over 30 competitors took

part and at 9pm they all went
through to the bar to survey
all the lovely prizes donated
by Trail Magazine and Pitch
Climbing.
Clive came through with the

results. 33 routes meant a
possible maximum score of
330 points.
Thanks to all the competi-

tors and to the route setters.
Thanks to Claire Maxted of

Trail Magazine and to Tamara
Cooke of Pitch Climbing.
Let’s do it all again next year.

RESULTS (scores out of a possible 330)
OPEN class:
1st Jac Rowlands 325 points
2nd Pirie Forest 291 points
3rd Daniel Flatt 290 points

< 5C class

1st Stuart Sissins 177 points
2nd Phil Bishop 100 points
3rd= Paul Palin & Lee Burgess 87 points

YOUTH

1st Alex Stone 162 points
2nd James Kirkpatrick 101 points
3rd Emily McClean 27 point

LADIES

1st Michelle Forest 240 points
2nd Helen Radley 194 points
3rd Laura Blackford 7 points

VETERANS

1st Nigel Leeming 215 points
2nd Dave Fleet 164 points
3rd M. Northfield & Paul Rowlands 135 points.
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Who are you and where are you from?
Hey! As you probably guessed from the previ-
ous edition of Take-In!, I am
French and more particularly
from Albertville in Savoie. I
am the second of a family of
six children and we grew up
in a “mountain” atmosphere. I
think I did my first steps on
the “Belle Etoile”, approxi-
mately 2000m.
I have learnt skiing while

learning how to walk. Every
summer, we were going
trekking for few days in the
French Alps, circuit around La
Vanoise, le Thabor, les Bauges,
etc. I was really lucky!!
Funny enough, when I was

younger I wanted to become a basketball play-
er, then a rugby player and finally I discovered
that mountaineering
was the sport I needed.

Why did you come
to UK?

Well, I did my last year
in Cranfield University
as part of an Erasmus
program and guess
what; this is where I
met my husband
Tomasz! As I am not good enough in Polish and
Tomasz not good enough in French to get a

job in our respective countries we decided to
stay in UK. 

What do you do?

I have studied environmental
sciences and I am now work-
ing for an engineering compa-
ny. I am mainly dealing with
contaminated land and
groundwater; if it is contami-
nated I design and implement
solutions to remediate the
ground and groundwater. It is
really fascinating! 
All the sites are different,

with different problems!
Recently, I was working in a
residential area, digging gar-

dens out and backfilling with
clean soils. Yes, believe it or not but those
houses were built on a former gas works! So

watch out when you
buy a house – check
the history of the site! 
I have been involved

in some charity works
in Senegal. We had to
build a town hall for a
small village in
Casamence, south of
Senegal. I really like dis-
covering new cultures,

new people, new way of living, etc. It really
makes you feel that back in Europe we are

Other lives
PROFILE

Members of the PMC all have one thing in common, we are into 
mountain sports; but you’d be amazed at the other lives of some of
the PMC members. Christell Tarchalski, Take In! editor, tells us a bit
more about herself...

Christelle: 6-months old with
her parent and brother.

Ski Karelis: ‘89 with family.
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really spoiled and that we have so many things!
Definitely, travelling for me is a real eye-opener!

What is your favourite place and why?

My favourite place … the Pierra Menta, in the
Beaufortain (Alps). You probably heard about
this mountain as there is a famous ski touring
race which has the same name! Basically, it is a

piece of rock, like a tooth of great granite.
From the summit you have one of the best
views on massif of the Mont-Blanc, La Vanoise,
Les Bauges, etc. The area is also very famous
for its delicious cheese, the Beaufort. There is
nothing better than eating a fondue with
Beaufort after a day outdoor, climbing, scram-
bling, walking, etc. Very close to the Pierra

Menta, you can also walk to
the Breche de Rolands
which is a gap in the face of
the mountain. When it is
really windy, we say that the
Breche sings!! 

What is your ambition –
with your career and
mountaineering?

With my career, I guess that
I would to manage bigger
projects, the kind of projects
that will make a difference
for our environment. Yes, I
must admit that I am a bit of
a “business woman” and I

Christelle: Thorung peak, 6,100m,
Nepal.

Prayer flags. Nepal, 2008.
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like to manage people, but in the
good way. I love the human side
of projects and the challenge to
get the best out of everyone
working with you. Maybe, when I
will be older I will leave my job
and be involved in non-govern-
mental organisation! We will see!!
As of the mountaineering side, I

would love to go climbing in
Greenland, places where not
many people have been before! Who has not
had a dream about becoming the Christophe
Colomb of the 21st Century?

Do you have any other passions aside
from mountaineering?

Kind of, I used to play oboe in an orchestra;
that was really nice! We even played few
times in Germany and also for a composer
named Christophe Guyard who created the
Olympic games Symphony for Albertville in
1992. It was a great privilege! Unfortunately, I
have stopped playing since I became a “bad”
student and preferred partying. Maybe I
should try again!

Is there anything that scares you?

When I was 16, I climbed the Mont-Blanc. On
the same day, I have lost my father on this
mountain because of people that were badly
equipped and were carrying overloaded bags. 

Since then, I avoid all “famous” routes where
I am likely to meet too many inexperienced
people. You know, the kind of route that we
also called “motorway”.

How long have you been involved with
PMC, and how long as editor?

As soon as I arrived in Peterborough, in 2006,
I went to the climbing wall. A few months
after at the AG meeting of the PMC they
were looking for an Editor and that is how it
all started! 

Tell us three things about yourself
that we didn’t know.

• I have danced for the closure ceremony of
the Olympic Games in Albertville in 1992.
• I am already 26.
• I hate sleeping in a hut when people are
snoring!

Got an interesting hobby / job / life / ambition
/ talent?! We want to hear about it! 

E-mail publisher@peterboroughmc.org.uk

PROFILE

July 2002: all the family
(Christelle – centre).
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Having been witness to some appalling
belaying techniques; both at our wall and at
the crag, I feel compelled to write a short
note guide about what is clearly the most
important role in the climbing partnership. 
I am not an instructor and this is not a

lesson in belaying, just my observations of
common and potentially dangerous errors
that I have observed. I take guidance from
Libby Peter’s excellent book, Rock Climbing,
Essential Skills and Techniques, and Garth
Hattingh’s book, Rock & Wall Climbing. 
Belayers are invariably non-welcoming of

criticism of their technique. We are then
too afraid to approach a ‘bad’ belayer with
tips on how they can do a safer job. We
should all welcome useful observations on
our techniques from others, and we should
be open to give our own observations
when required.
There are several common errors that I

have observed...

• Belayers not paying attention: I have
often heard the words, “That’s well within
your ability; you will never fall off that.”
OK, so whilst these are great words of
encouragement, if the statement were true,
there would be no need for the rope, cams,

nuts and belayer. Anyone can fall off any-
thing; be it through climber error, fatigue,
holds breaking or rock fall from above. So

Pete Machin provides some advice handed down from 
trusted sources on improving your belaying techniques 
and safety on the rock

Belaying techniques
FEATURE



first and foremost, the belayer needs to be
concentrating on what the climber is doing
and regardless of the skill of the climber or
the difficulty of the route, the same diligent
attention must always be paid. 
Remember that when a lead climber

places gear above them, you as belayer will
initially need to take in slack rope as the
climber climbs to the gear, but once
they are above it, you will need
to switch to paying out
rope. This requires con-
centration.

• Keeping a climber
on a tight rope can
be a hindrance. You
might pull them off
balance or restrict
their freedom of
movement. Keeping
the rope too loose will
increase the length of
that potential fall. There is
a fine line to getting it right,
so a good level of concentration is
required.

• It is of critical importance to NEVER let
go of the dead rope: It is pretty much the
first thing you are told regarding belaying
and it is the most important part of the
belaying rules; yet I see lazy belayers with
one hand in their pocket, sliding their con-
trol hand along the rope after taking in.
Belaying is a two-handed job, and after tak-
ing in rope, the technique is to place the
free hand on the dead rope and then move
the other hand up close to the belay plate.
This ensures that control of the rope is
always maintained.

Whilst you are waiting for the climber to
move, there is no harm in putting both
hands on the dead rope for added security.
A hand in your pocket is of no use to your
climber, and after all, it is their life you are
guarding.

• Anchor building: I have seen a climber
happily smiling away at the top of a

route, confident that they
have placed two ‘bomb-

aproof ’ anchors that
are positioned much
less than the text
book ‘no more than
60 degrees apart’
rule. However, they
have placed both
anchors out to the
side of the line of
the climb. 
Should the second

fall, there is the possi-
bility the belayer will be

pulled from the stance. At
best, this will result in both

climber and belayer hanging from the
anchors and some careful rope-work
would have to follow in order for the pair
to remain safe. At worst, the shock load
could rip the anchors causing both climber
and belayer to fall to the ground; or, suffi-
cient rope will be introduced to the system
to allow the falling second to hit the
ground or a nasty ledge. Keep your
anchors in line with the direction of the
climb.
So get it right; seek professional instruc-

tion, read one of the books that I men-
tioned earlier and keep it safe.
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We
should all 

welcome useful
observations on our

techniques from others,
and we should be open

to give our own 
observations when

required

FEATURE

“

”
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Two weeks before, the Welsh highlands
of Eryri had been enjoying wonderful
snow conditions and a fever of winter
climbing spread across the national park;
Jeff Smith and I climbed Central Trinity
on Snowdon’s NE Face and in doing so
had succumbed to this fever, but were
sickened further in the knowledge that a
major thaw was set to hit the mountains. 

Indeed, a week later saw me back in
North Wales with Peter Machin where
the snow level had retreated alarmingly.
The Idwal ice had all but melted and it
was warm, too warm for winter climbing.
Undeterred, but rather desperate, we
had made an ascent of Banana Gully on Y
Garn in less than ideal circumstances;
climbing solo and without crampons had
I struggled to keep up with Peter and
was glad to overcome the cornice where
I was greeted with the words, “That was
dodgy as ***k.” Still, the retrospective
pleasure was a sweet potion and I had
developed a thirst unquenchable. 

The days that followed found me scouring
blogs, forums and webcams in search of the
improbable … a winter climb for the coming
weekend. The Snowdon webcam offered little
hope of a solution, showing a mountain almost
entirely free of snow. The weather forecasts
were also a source of frustration, predicting a
steady thaw and temperatures above freezing.
Phooey. I had almost given up hope when on
Thursday there was talk of folk climbing on the
Trinity Face and also in Parsley Fern Gully.

‘Parsley Fern’ had been on my wish list for this
season and the guide book description gave me
a glimmer of faith to hold on to … “The most
obvious feature hereabouts, striking even from
the road. It gives a reliable snow route from the
first to the last snows”. Full of optimism, I ral-
lied the troops, who, while thinking me deluded,
responded to the clarion call.

At Blaen y Nant a motley and seemingly over
equipped gang stood with bemused looks on
their faces. Nobz, to no one in particular, pro-
claimed that, “There’ll be no snow and ice up

The last snows of winter?
Nick Livesey finds some white stuff as winter turns to spring

Nick on dodgy ice.
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there.” 
“You’re wrong,” I countered. 
Peter then piped up his sug-

gestion that, “If we get up there
and it’s bare we’ll blame you
for it.” At this I bristled, “So by
the same token, when we get
up there and find our route in
condition you can all thank
me”. 
As the architect of this folly I

was on the defensive. Jeff said
nothing, but smirked at the
bizarre scene, four fully-tooled-
up mountaineers in a green valley surrounded
by dry climbing crags, nowhere evident a single
flake of snow and above only a blanket of clag.
We would have to wait and see.

A short while
after starting into
Cwm Glas Mawr
our differing fitness
levels were illustrat-
ed to perfection as
we became a strung
out train of humani-
ty. Peter, a hundred
yards ahead of me
looked to be in
excellent shape. A
hundred yards in
my wake was Jeff,
and out of sight was
Nobz. Poor Nobz
hadn’t seen a
mountain for over
two months and it
showed. We
regrouped at the
start of the scramble into Cwm Glas Bach and
he looked a broken man, but I had spied snow
through a break in the cloud and knew that this

revelation would instil in him a renewed vigour.
It did.

Once in the cwm the atmosphere changed
from weary pessimism to breezy optimism. Llyn

Glas was frozen,
Clogwyn y Person
towered above and
occasionally we
would see a hint of
blue above the
snow streaked
walls of the cwm.
At Llyn Bach we
were confronted
with a confusing
array of snow
shoots, any one of
which could be
Parsley Fern Gully,
but the low cloud
made it impossible
to identify our
route at a glance.
Compass work,
conjecture and a

perusal of the guide book gave us a starting
point and we waltzed over to a likely candidate
finding footsteps leading upwards … and down-

Nick enjoying a classic
inversion

Jeff and Nick...
almost there
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wards. Here, axes were unsheathed, crampons
were fitted to boots and up we went.

Easy snow took us to a manky ice pitch,
underneath which running water could be seen.
Though still of a thickness, the ice was melting
and not in good condition. One by one we
made precarious moves until we could escape
onto a bank of vegetation. Above us more easy
snow led to a buttress rent by a dark gully.
There was no way we could climb it unroped
and it became clear that we were not in Parsley
Fern Gully, but on a much harder climb.
Looking right we could see another line with
signs of recent traffic; that was our route so we
traversed a steep slope before heading up into
the clag, the quality of the snow getting better
with every step.

Soon the way ahead was split by a rocky out-
crop, this was the junction where the left-hand
branch takes a line at grade II. Peter was keen

to climb it, but the consensus was that without
a rope and belays we would continue as we
were, especially as it was Nobz’s first winter
gully. It mattered not though, for the remainder
of the climb proved to be an absolute joy.

The snow continued to improve and as the
gully opened out into a couloir it steepened in
a pleasing fashion. Now we were climbing and it
felt uncommonly good. Our monochromatic
world was also undergoing a transformation;
the snow, no longer white, took on a filtered
blue and the cornice became a brilliant gilt rim,
while above us the ragged clouds raced, scud-
ding on their way to who knows where. I knew
what this meant. How could we have known?
The inauspicious start to our day had given lit-
tle clue as to what was about to happen. 

Peter, Jeff, myself and then Nobz topped out
and as one we walked to the summit of
Garnedd Ugain, the second highest peak in

Nobz and Nick with
Snowdon's Trinity Face

beyond
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Wales. We were above the clouds. Across Cwm
Dyli Yr Wyddfa was covered with a table cloth,
but no ordinary table cloth. No, this one moved
as if a giant (Rhita Gawr?) in the cwm was
pulling it down. Hugging the contours of our
reigning peak it kept coming only to evaporate
the moment it hit Glaslyn. I’ve been lucky
enough to enjoy many temperature inversions
but this was an amazing spectacle, the like of
which I have never before witnessed. 

Once we’d calmed down a bit we headed
over to the summit of Yr Wyddfa which was a
complete circus staring any number of clowns,
the most ludicrous of which was a father in
shorts who had dragged his young, trainer-clad
daughters to the highest point in the land.
Other amazing sights included a one-handed
girl whose dibber-like wrist facilitated an ascent
of the upper zig zags with a deft plunging
action, an inspiring vision if ever there was one.

By now the table cloth had run out of steam
and the view was stupendous. Were it not for
the clamour on the very roof of Wales we
would surely have spent most of the afternoon
there, but on such days it is not a place for
those that seek peace on the mountains. And
so we made for our descent of the Cyrn Las
ridge, pausing only to admire the Trinity Face
which took on an alpine grandeur quite at odds
with its relatively modest height.

Back in the Pass of Llanberis we installed our
weary selves into the car and minutes later we
were drinking pints in the Pen y Gwryd. If this
is the end of winter in Eryri then I am satisfied
enough at what I have achieved but, should the
snows return I will be back with a vengeance,
the fervour of a zealot and hopefully a good
friend that has missed so much this season … 
I haven’t forgotten you mate, pray for snow.

The Gang ... thrilled after a great ascent
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One Saturday in February had seen Mr Livesey
and I making a very successful climb up a snow
filled gully on Y Garn by the name of Banana
Gully. A grade I winter climb should not give any
problems, unless the snow is particularly loose
and unstable. On this occasion, we were sinking
to our knees on a 45+ degree slope. 
The extra effort required did not spoil the

climb though as we both know; when things
come too easily they are seldom appreciated. 
We found the cornice steep and in the mood

to despatch itself, and climbers back to the bot-
tom in expedient fashion. We passed this with-
out incident and following a brief pause on the

summit, we descended to the car and on to the
Pen Y Gwryd hotel for a beer and a packet of
crisps beside the blazing fire in the celebrated
Everest room. Our cheeks and hands burned
bright red and a glow of contentment glowed
warm in our hearts.
Sometimes it is difficult to follow a truly fine

day without incurring disappointment. To follow
that on Sunday with something special required
a lot of thought. The decision that followed a
great deal of procrastination and myriad sugges-
tion was to do something completely different.
We went to Newborough Warren; a favourite
haunt with Rodney and Jane Benham.

Pete Machin has a varied weekend out in Snowdonia

Pete and Nick go bananas!

Nick reading the map on  
Snowdon's Rydd Du path. We
knew where we were, this was

Nick's excuse for a rest...



We walked through sand dunes and reed beds
in awe at the vastness and pure unspoilt beauty
of the place. We met a retired Gentleman out
walking his dog. This gave Nick an opportunity to
practice his Welsh and indeed, learn from a
native speaker of ‘Classic’ Welsh. His border col-
lie seemed to be getting bored whilst the three
of us chatted about a plethora of trivial non-
sense; such was the relaxed and slow way of life
there, we had total-
ly forgotten about
time. The dog con-
tinued to drop his
toy bone at our
feet and gestured
with palpable intelli-
gence that he want-
ed us to throw the
toy for him to
fetch; such a simple
game that is fun for
both thrower and
fetcher.
We continued on

over more dunes
and eventually down onto a vast swathe of per-
fect, deserted sandy beach which we followed
around to the tip of the peninsular. Here, the
beach was stony and we chose to sit and look
across to our beloved mountains with their
snow capped heads held in petulant cloud.
We began a game of ‘Ducks and Drakes.’ It was

a moment uncannily likened to the scene in ‘The
Local Hero’ where Macintyre and Ben were
skimming stones into the sea. Unfortunately for
us, Jenny Seagrove didn’t appear out of the water
in a wet suit. 
The objective of our game was simple; empty

the beach of stones and form a causeway across
the southern mouth of the Menai Straights, but
after a good hours skimming, we had not even
made an indentation in the beach and our arms
were aching. We moved on and back toward

where we had parked the
car many hours before.
We were totally relaxed.
All of our countless wor-
ries had been carried

away by tide and sea breeze. We even had a plan
for the next day; Snowdon. 
We have both spent many a day on climbing or

walking up to Yr Wyddfa’s lofty summit, but
never have we walked on her two westerly
paths; Rhyd Ddu and the Snowdon Ranger path.
The Rhyd Ddu path impressed us immensely

with its scenery and the interesting short ridge
section above Llechog. The snow on the summit
was half way up the café walls, yet still we saw
the irresponsible tourist throngs in their jeans
and trainers with not a pair of gloves to hand
and one small daysack to support a family of
four. 
We descended the less interesting, but still

worthwhile Snowdon Ranger path and made our
way back to our city dwellings; saddened that we
are unable to stay longer. 

MOUNTAINEERING
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Nick climbing in
Banana gully (left) and
Pete standing at the
top of Banana;
bemused, as he had
built a snow bollard
belay for practice, but
Nick didnt trust it and
chose to solo the 
cornice...
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I have been thinking a lot lately about climbing
and why I do it. I’m not very good at it and my
nerves suffer terribly for it, but I keep coming
back for more. Most of the climbers I know are
ambitious and strive to progress through the
grades. In some ways I envy them for my cow-
ardice has left me stuck at leading severe
climbs, and that is on a very good day indeed;
days which are few and far between. However,
it is true to say that in their grade chasing,
many of our brave and talented brethren miss
out on climbs of rare quality; historic climbs
which finish on the tops of mountains, my rai-
son d’être.

I specialise in the big, old fashioned moun-

taineering routes put up by the bold fathers of
our sport. After gibbering on the Holly Tree
Wall I may slump onto the broad terrace above
and ruminate on what a different breed those
men were; their protection virtually non-exis-
tent, their vision and courage seemingly limit-
less. It is one thing, and admirable too, to test
your mettle on a climb that is close to your
limit armed with modern equipment, a guide-
book and the knowledge that many have come
before. It is quite another to go forth onto a
big crag where the difficulties are unknown and
the possibility of retreat uncertain. With mea-
gre ability, much humility and a passion for our
mountains, I climb through history with the

Living on the edge...
Nick Livesey tests his nerves on Craig yr Ogof
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ghosts of great men. That may be my lot,
but with it I am more than satisfied.

My latest climb is possibly my great-
est to date, but let’s not get ahead of our-
selves. First, let me set the scene. Cwm
Silyn, tucked away at the western end of
the Nantlle Ridge and blessed with beauti-
ful teardrop llynau is the haunt of the con-
noisseur. From the sea, over coastal plain
via low fell the mountains rise abruptly
and in Cwm Silyn their greatest expres-
sion is found in the formidable Craig yr
Ogof and in particular the Great Slab. The
Great Slab however may be a misnomer, for it
is too steep for true slab climbing. In reality it is
a mountain wall of perfect rock almost 500ft
tall and any climber expecting to pad delicately
up it will be in for a surprise, as we were, but
for an altogether different reason.

Peter,
Dangerous Croc
and I were shocked
to find seven teams
in the Cwm, all on
historic routes, but
most on our chosen
course, Outside
Edge Route. First
climbed in 1931 by
the brilliant but
tragic J.M. Edwards,
Outside Edge takes
an improbable line
for what is ‘only’ a VDiff. My last ‘Edwards’
route had been Flying Buttress on Dinas
Cromlech which had felt somewhat ‘out there’
to say the least; I cast my mind back to the
steep pitches, varied climbing and fantastic
exposure which had left me babbling incoher-
ently for days afterwards. I wondered if our
climb could possibly be as sensational, but we
would have to wait for over an hour to find
out; time enough to absorb the sombre atmos-

phere of the cwm and to admire the stature of
the towering edifice we had come to scale.
Time also to compare my transience and fragili-
ty against the ancient works of prehistory as
dark clouds gathered above, urging me to con-
sider what it was I was hoping to achieve and

why. Cometh the
hour, cometh the man.    

With the last
party finally installed
on the second pitch, I
took it upon myself to
commence the climb.
This gave insurance
that Peter would get
the second pitch, on
which the previous
leader had struggled. I
climbed easily to the
first stance at 27

metres, pausing only to place a token piece of
protection. I then brought Croc up to join me
where upon his arrival large spots of rain
splashed off our helmets. After spending so
much time thinking about our route I had
become nervous and apprehensive, so much so
that the rain came almost as a relief. Surely we
would now bail out and go for a walk instead.

After a brief consultation, Croc and I were
in concurrence; it was the end of this particular

MOUNTAINEERING

Pete and Nick argue over who gets the first pitch!
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Nick on the verge of release.
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road. Peter however had some thoughts of his
own which he aired with force and conviction.
There was no chance that he was going to be
shoed away by a little bit of rain and offered up
the suggestion that we “stop fannying around
and just get on with it.” “Well” I thought, “If you
put it like that”… Although the rain had for the
moment come to nought, Croc was less than
convinced, so was duly lowered off and thus
consigned to a lengthy
vigil back at the car.

With Croc jetti-
soned from the crag,
Peter romped up to my
stance and threw him-
self at the second pitch;
an airy rising traverse
on a steep wall. It
proved to be a thought
provoking exercise if
not “Bloody mental”,
even more so when the
first of a fast-moving
pair of ‘Alpinists’ caught
up with him after
climbing all over my belay. When it came for
me to tackle the pitch ‘Alpinist’ number two
was already hot on my heels. Our rope was
entwined with theirs and a dearth of protec-
tion between them promised that a slip on
their part would have devastating conse-
quences for us all. Their rope rubbing all over
me made the delicate balance moves over an
increasing void a nervy proposition.
Peter’s stance was miniscule, so I led through

to a good ledge 10 feet above and allowed the
interloper below to pass. We could then take a
few moments to enjoy the sun which had made
a welcome return and catch our breath after a
truly a magnificent piece of VDiff climbing.

Unfortunately, our encounter with the
merchants of speed had done an efficient job of
discombobulating my already shaky equilibrium,

rendering my efforts to reach Sunset Ledge
futility incarnate. I yo yo’d repeatedly until suc-
cumbing to the inevitable, at which point I
called for Peter to lead through which he did
with vigour and plentiful exhortations, including
“Jug City”, “There’s gear everywhere” and my
personal favourite: “You’ve just missed the lead
of your life.” And of course he was right.
Nevertheless, with two more pitches of climb-

ing before the final scram-
ble to the summit I was ill
inclined to further test his
theory and sent him on
his way. Bristling with con-
fidence, he was happy to
comply and was soon out
of sight, leaving me to a
lonely and protracted ses-
sion on Sunset Ledge with
just a twitching rope for
company and bomber
anchors my only friend. 

How many minutes
passed I couldn’t rightly
say, but they were in pro-

fusion and I began to grow impatient. The rope
had been still for too long; the comings and
goings of slack that signify an imminent belay
on high were absent. “You OK Pete, what’s
going on up there?” The news from upstairs
was grim, “The rope drag is horrendous and
I’m running out if ideas.” In keeping with his
particular bent, Peter had run two pitches
together and was struggling at the crux.
Before long the rope started to move again,
not smoothly but in urgent convulsions and
accompanied by the sound of scraping and
grunting until at last an oath split the air, turn-
ing it blue in the process. He was up and very
happy to be so.

Soon it was time for me to see for myself
the cause of all the fuss. Up into a groove, then
a delicate step across a rib found me hovering

“Unfortunately, our
encounter with the
merchants of speed

had done an 
efficient job of 

discombobulating
my already shaky

equilibrium, render-
ing my efforts to

reach Sunset Ledge
futility incarnate”
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in space, breathing heavily and marvelling at the
size of Peter’s cajonies before reaching a shelf
which I attained with a stylish walrus move. A
torrent of good natured abuse rained down and
I laughed hysterically, happy in the knowledge
that the worst was behind me. I was wrong.
“What’s this last pitch like, Pete?” “Horrible,”
came the reply, halting the laughter as quickly as
it had begun.

The way was obvious, though the how
required some thought. A green corner capped
with jutting blocks was the key, but how to get
into it? The solution wasn’t pleasant. Quartz
pinches for fingers and an overhung break for
toes threw me off balance. I had to be quick and
made a high step, rocking over and reaching
blindly at full stretch only to find a two finger
pocket. “VDiff my arse!” 
A hopeful smear on a detached flake and I was

welcomed into the security of the corner from
which a direct exit beckoned. However, a mous-
tache of vegetation suggested that no man
had ever passed that way; Peter confirmed my
worst fears. I worked my way up with arm
jams and hidden holds in a crack until no fur-
ther could I go. I craved jugs, but was left
wanting and was forced to make a big stride
out onto a ledge all of 1 x 5 inches in size. A
foot swap then a gripping exchange of hands
took me out onto the very nose where gravi-
ty strong and exposure implausible threat-
ened to rip my trousers off. I had found my
jugs in the most incredible position and
paused for a while, hyperventilating on the
verge of glorious release. 

A few moves later it was all over bar the
shouting, and on the crest of the ridge we sat,
completely wired and peaking on an adrena-
line overdose washed down with endorphin
chasers. I smoked as Peter regurgitated
almost verbatim my private thoughts of days
past; “Look where we are mate, what the hell
are we doing here. What is the point?” I nod-

ded with a knowing smile, “Madness, isn’t it?”
“Yes,” he went on, “But doesn’t it feel great, no,
not great, wonderful? Look at the sea, the sky
and the mountains. Look at you and me sitting
here and the llyns below and…”  
“I’ll have to stop you there, they’re llynau Pete,

not llyns. Next you’ll be calling the Peak ‘The
Peaks’ and Outside Edge a VDiff.” We fell about
and the relieved, contented laughter known only
to brothers of the rope rang out, reverberating
around the deserted cwm. 

Time had flown; it was 7pm, but before
returning to the car and a waiting Croc one final
task remained. We scrambled upwards and then
walked through a rapidly falling clag to the top of
the mountain. Only then could we start to think
about our descent and the delicious junk that
would soon be filling our bellies. After all, any-
thing less would have been a perversion, but for
once Peter and I made it down before darkness
… though only just.

The Great Slab.



Wales Hut Meet 
Date: June 20-21
Date: July 18-19
Date: August 15-16
Meet leader TBC. 
Contact Tom Evans for more info:
Tel: 07917 735271. 

Northern Ireland Meet
Date: 24th-29th June
Meet leader: Malcolm Flatt 
Tel: 01733 260026.

Lake District Meet
Date: 4th-5th July 
Annual trip to the lakes to be lead by Clive
and others. Much scrambling, serious and less
so and more walking and climbing. Extra lead-
ers needed. Main objectives are Sandbed Ghyll
and Launchy Ghyll; both 3* grade 3 serious
scrambles. Clive's cottage is now full, but there
is camping across the road at Setmabanning
Farm tel 017687 79229.

Meet leader: Clive Osborne
Tel: 01733 560303
e-mail: president@
peterboroughmc.org.uk.

Meet leaders required! Can you help?

We are looking for meet leaders to help host club events. It’s not hard and is a
good way to put something back into the club. If you are interested in helping out

contact:

Tom Evans
e-mail: tom@brianjevans.co.uk 

Tel: 07917 735271

For the latest events check out: www.peterboroughmc.org.uk
For details of events contact the meet leader or see the Climbing Wall notice

board nearer the date.

Note: Non-members are welcome and encouraged to join us at these events. It’s the best time to
meet us and find out what PMC is all about.

Lifts are normally arranged at the wall on the Tuesday evening before the event. Occasionally an
event may change. For confirmation on future events e-mail events@peterboroughmc.org.uk

PM
C

PM
C

Contact Events Co-ordinator:
Tom Evans

e-mail: tom@brianjevans.co.uk Tel: 07917 735271
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